RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
CLEVYR INC.
JavaScript | React | Angular | Backbone | Node | Express | Hapi
Mongodb | Postgres | AWS | Ruby | Rails | Docker | Linux
http://clevyr.com

I worked on a number of different web applications for top fortune
100 companies using open sourced software. Solved problems across

KOLBEY PRUITT
Software Developer

I am a web Developer with a background in
mechanical design and manufacturing. I grew up
in central Oklahoma. I learned to build software

the stack to make applications that met client needs ontime.
Learned new tech on the ﬂy, and worked closely with team members
to solve large complex issues when needed.

PROJECTS
KING OF THE WORLD
JavaScript | phaserJS | HTML5 | Eureca (WebSockets)
http://kingoftheworld.herokuapp.com

at Galvanize in Boulder, CO. I love building robust
applications and being challenged daily. I am
always improving my skills, never being satisﬁed
with what I already know. Technology is exciting
but quick; only those who are determined will be
able to keep up with it.

CONTACT ME
Oklahoma City, OK
kolbeypruitt.com
(918) 290-1127
github.com/kolbeypruitt
linkedin.com/in/kolbeypruitt
kolbeypruitt@gmail.com

Solo Project

This is an open lobby multiplayer game in which each user selects a
character and then ﬁghts each other. The losers are eliminated,
while the those who remain will gain extra health and deal more
damage to opponents. The last person alive is considered “king of
the world”.

GAME OF LIFE
JavaScript | HTML5 | CSS
http://kolbeypruitt.com/gol

Solo Project

This simulation takes Conway's basic rules a step further by making
newborn cells inherit their color based on the taking an R, G, and B
color value from each of its 3 neighbors. The newborns also start out
with 10% opacity which increases 10% each turn that it lives.

POWDR
javascript | AngularJS | PostgreSQL | restAPI | BootStrap
http://powdr.herokuapp.com

Team Project

An application for checking ski resort conditions. It also allows users
to sign in with facebook, and save their favorite resorts to a list. This

EXPERIENCE

May 2010-Feb 2012
OGIPE
CAD Designer

J u n e 2 0 1 4 - J u ly 2 0 1 5
UE Compression
CAD Designer

J u ly 2 0 1 5 - J a n 2 0 1 6
Galvanize (gSchool)
Full-Stack Student

April 2016-Jan 2017
Clevyr Inc.
Full-Stack Engineer

app used several different 3rd party API’s to retrieve all of it’s data.

SKILLS / TOOLS
PRIMARY

FAMILIAR

JavaScript

jQuery

Java

HTML5

Linux

Python

CSS

Agile Methodologies

Ruby

MongoDB

API’s

Rails

PostgreSQL

Sass

Mocha

Git

Eureca.io

Chai

Web-Sockets

Phaser.io

Gradle

AJAX

AWS

SQL

Heroku

NoSQL

Jasmine

AngularJS

Bootstrap

ReactJS

Flexbox

Backbone

Webpack

